Phishing and SQL Injection (Cyber Security)
Phishing is one of the social engineering attacks in which the attacker creates
a fake login page that resembles the original to trick the user into login, hence giving
away login credentials which is an attempt to obtain sensitive information such as
usernames, passwords, credit card details by disguising as a trustworthy entity in
electronic communication. The word Phishing is similar to Fishing due to similarity of
using bait in an attempt to catch a victim.In this project, we created 10+ phishing
sites and explained how people get attacked by these sites. We also shared some
mitigation factors to get rid off these attacks.
SQL Injection is a code injection technique that might destroy your database.It
is the placement of malicious code in SQL statements, via web page input. A hacker
might get access to all the usernames and passwords in a database, by simply
inserting illegal strings into the input field. He also gains access to that website. We
used Google dorks such as inurl, intitle, intext, etc., to find the login panels. As a
team, we found 800+ websites which are highly vulnerable. We are trying to report
them so that they can secure their websites.
Technologies:
Phishing: Web page source code, PHP Script, Local web server setup.
SQL Injection: Manual testing, Google dorks, Smart inputs, Login panels.
Team:
1. A. AnanthaSaibabu
2. V. Srilakshmi
3. G. Rekha
4. B.Laya
5. P. Ramesh

Network Tracer
A Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is first used to collect data
for start interaction between equipment in the specific data centre, to gather these
data SNMP would need to request it from Management Information Base (MIB) that
served as a database for stored information
Furthermore, to ensure data authenticity in the management station that
fetches real-time data periodically from equipment, network engineer would have to
manually key-in static information into CNAM when it was first launched.
The SNMP would then pick up on this stored static information and
automatically began collecting real-time data; this feature will be developed with the
help of Model View Controller (MVC) pattern that is a software pattern for
implementing user interfaces.
Technologies:
Op-Manager, Wireless Router.
Team:
1. T. Rajasekhar Reddy
2. T.S.S.S.N. BhadriRaju
3. Mou Bol Abiem
4. S. Srigowri

VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network design and
implementation)
 Structureof Our Project:
It is important to emphasize that the group of hosts should be in the same
broadcast domain, despite the same place. A VLAN is a set of LAN stations that
are connected by software. A VLAN does not require a physical link, besides these
stations can be in different locations. It is clear that a VLAN has the same
attributes than a physical LAN. The security level was the mostimportant feature
in the design and implementation ofthe VLAN presented in our project. The most
important features of the VLAN are:internet access only for company operation,
real timeuser monitoring, limited navigation and privacy.
 Main Goalsof Our Project:
 To optimize the network resources.
 To givesecurity.
 To provide a real-time user monitoring,in order to avoid time wasting.
The most important results were a lot of plots thatindicate the user navigation
and the information transferred by them.As a result of this work, the solution
implementedcan be changed according to current organizationrequirements. This
is especially useful, because theworkstations can be easily relocated if necessary.
Technologies:

VLAN,LAN,ip addressing scheme.
Team:

1. T. Vijaya
2. K.V. Samhita

Desktop as a Router
Router is a networking device that forwards data packets between computer
networks. Generally large-scale cannot afford costly routers. In order to overcome
this problem, Desktop’s are configured to work like Router’s.
Implementation:
 Firstly, take a portable pen drive and insert into the computer or laptop.
 Download and install RUFUS -2.18 & Download VYOS 1.1.7-i568 (vyos)
software.
 Select pen drive location as well as the image location of vyos 1.1.7-i586 in
rufus-2.18 software and click on start button.
 After completion of booting process detaches the pen drive from the
computer or laptop. Next, Insert NIC into Expansion slot (PCI slot).
 Locate an available slot within the computer and gently push the card into
the slot until it snaps into place.
 Once the card is in the expansion slot, place a screw into the top of the card to
hold the card into position.
 Insert the pen drive into a USB port on your computer and enter BIOS screen.
 Install vyos software in the system. In BIOS screen set the 1st boot device as
[Removable Dev] and do some installation steps of vyos software.
 Now, configure the system using some inbuilt commands.
 Take a LAN cable and connect router(computer) PCI slot to another
computer’s RJ45 port, take another LAN cable and connect router’s RJ45 port
to another network RJ45 port.
Change the LAN settings and assign ip -address and subnet mask. Check network
connectivity using ping command through command prompt.
Technologies:
PCs, LAN cable, NIC, RUFUS software, and VYOS software.

Team:

1. N. lakshmi lavanya
2. P.U.V.nandini
3. K. Varalakshmi
4. M. sai supriya
5. N. Sreya

Routing between different networks
using layer 2 Switch
Basically, Switch is used to communicate within the network. If we want to
communicate with different networks then we have to use Router. In this project we
will use switch for communicating between different networks instead of using router.
By default, switch contains switching template only we use SDM (Switching
Database Manager) to enable routing template so that we can communicate with
different
networks.
The SDM manages
layer
2
and
layer
3 switching information.SDM provides Various Templates LAN base routing, DUAL
IPV4 and IPV6, Default. SDM is maintained on the Ternary Content Addressable
Memory, or TCAM. The TCAM itself is used for forwarding lookups. By using this
feature, we can reduce the cost. This feature is preferable for small to medium scale
industries. As we implement this concept using SVI’s (Switch Virtual Interfaces) the
performance will be efficient and delay will be low.
Technologies:
SDM Template, TCAM, SVI, Catalyst 2960 Switch with IOS 15.2 OS.
Team:
1. T. Vijaya
2. K.V. Samhita

SMART BIN
One of the problems we are facing in our day to day life is waste
management. These problems can be eradicated by the concept called SMART BIN,
by which we can monitor the filling levels of the dustbin by using embedded device
which is enabled with concept called IOT(internet of things).For this we have used
Node mcu (microcontroller board) to extract the data from the sensor(ultrasonic
sensor).Ultrasonic sensor connected to Node mcu placed at the top of the
bin,measures the distance from the trash in dustbin i.e., when distance decreases, it
indicates that bin’s trash level is increasing.The data of ultrasonic sensor can be
send to the dashboard by an IOT protocol called MQTT. In real time waste
management system, smart dustbins are to check the trash level of dustbins whether
the dustbins are full or not, through this system the information of all smart dustbins
can be accessed from anywhere and anytime by the concern person. It will inform
the status of each and every dustbin in real time. The technologies can provide
visibility on solid waste management, efficient maintenance, visibility of waste bins
etc... We have used TWILIO service to send a message to the scavenger when the
trash in the bin reach the place. This also serves the motto of the Swatch Bharat
Abhiyan.
Technologies:
IOT, web designing, Python.
Team:
1. B.Pravallika
2. K.Yamini
3. V.Manaswi
4. Surya Chandana

VEDA Website 2K18
The document is describing the development of a veda website. This website
helps users to know about various events that are organized on occasion of tech fest
‘Veda’ in Aditya College annually. In this project the website gives an attractive view
and displays all the events and event related information. The user can register for
particular event that he is interested in.The admin can make any changes related to
the events or registered student’s information in the dashboard.The veda website is
available to all the people at any time.It also provides secure login to the admin. As
users do not have any login they can view the website for the information that they
needed. The information is displayed in the form of event categories and events to
make it easy for user to use the website. This website can be run on any operating
system environment and it supports mobile friendly view. All browsers support this
website and there may be minor changes.
Technologies:

HTML5, CSS3, BOOTSTRAP,JS,JQUERY, PHP,AJAX, MYSQL.
Team :
1. Sai Manikanta .P
2. Vamsi Krishna .M
3. Swathi .P
4. Madhuri .P

RFID (Radio Frequency Identifier) Attendance
System
Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology designed to allow objects,
human beings to be identified, located, and tracked using radio frequency signals.
The theme of the project is to generate the attendance reports of the staff
without any manual insertion. In this we are using radio frequency identifiers for
tapping purpose instead of bar code readers.Admin can check the reports daily,
weekly, monthlyand the dates chosen between. The reports are sent to the admin
through email every month for overall assessment. We have different logins for both
the admin and staff. Staff can apply the leave by logging into their respective user
page.
Technologies:

HTML5, CSS3, BOOTSTRAP,PHP,MySqli
Team :
1. A.V.B.Durga Malleswari
2. B.Mounika
3. P.Bhava Sowjanya

Service Connect App
Service Connect App is an Android app which aims to help the hostel
students of Aditya Group of Educational Institutions by making the process of
resolving the complaints being faced by them in the hostel easier. The students can
register into the app using his roll number, then an OTP is generated and sent to his
mail. Now, the student can login using his roll number and password(OTP). The
students can raise the complaints using this app.Raising a complaint can be made
by selecting one of the categories like Carpentry, Plumbing, Electricity and others
and adding description of the problem. The users can also attach a photograph
describing the problem(optional). As soon as the complaint is raised, a complaint ID
is generated and stored in the database. The authorities concerned will look into the
complaint and make sure the complaint is resolved within two days and then a
notification is sent to the user in the form of a text message that the problem is fixed.
In the meantime, the user can check the status of the complaint which can be in
three categories (Raised, Reopened, Fixed). If the user feels that the problem still
pertains, the he/she can reopen the complaint. The higher authorities can monitor
the number of complaints raised, reopened and fixed. The users are also provided
with the rules and regulations, they have to follow in the hostel and also with all the
important contacts they may need.
Technologies:

Java, Php, MySQL.
Team:

1. Shaheen Jaha
2. Siva Sai Lakshmi K.
3. Sagarika K.

Veda Spot Registration
The theme of the Project is to create spot registration website for veda
(Technical Fest) event in college.Veda is a technical event conducted annually in our
college where wide number of students get registered in various events from
different colleges to showcase their talents.They can register on the spot before the
event starts.This project generates receipts of amount paid for the event that the
students registered.Inthis we will create one registration form,if the students already
registered in veda 2018 website or the students are from aditya college,based on
their id we can directly fetch their details from registered students list and students
profile respectively.If not, admin should enter their details.In this we can also get the
total number of registered students list and the total amount collected from all the
registered students.Byusing FPDF concept ,we can genereate receipt for the paid
students.
Technologies:

HTML, CSS, BOOTSTRAP, PHP, MySqli.
Team:

1. A. Rajeswari
2. N. Pratyusha
3. A.B.T. Sundari

Reduction Of Drunk And Drives
The system implemented by us aims at reducing the road accidents in the near
future due to drunken driving. In the recent years ago every day 29 people in United
States die in motor vehicle crashes that involve an alcohol-impaired driver. There is
one death every 50 minutes.
When the driver attempts to start the engine, this device will ask him to verify
his breathe and depending upon the predefined limits the car engine will be blocked.
And the driver information along with the device id, car no, name and other details
will be sent to an authorized person and to some relatives saying that the above
information holder driver consumed more alcohol and he is not allowed to start the
car.The authorized person will receive the blocked status and depending upon the
previous status of the driver he will charge the driver with a penalty and will send an
unblocked status within a certain time limit based on the alcohol level he consumed.
To overcome this situation here, we are introducing this design trough which a
safe car journey is possible decreasing the accident rate due to drinking.
Government must enforce laws to install such circuit in every car and must regulate
all car companies to, future preinstall such mechanisms while manufacturing the car
itself. This system could find a great amount of application for the driving community
as well as the vehicle owners preventing mishaps and accidents resulting from drunk
driving.
Technologies:

Mqtt, c-programming, python, twilio.
Team:

1. Machanavajjula Sarvani
2. N. Nikitha
3. K. Chakra

Ajivika Conference Hall Automation
Conference Hall Automation refers to remotely monitoring the conditions of
home and performing the required actuation. Through This automation, household
devices such as, light bulb,fan. These can be remotelyaccessed and controlled from
any PC, mobile or laptop. Thiscan drastically reduce energy wastage. This forms an
integral component of Internet of Things (IoT) network. Internet of Things can be
considered as a network of devices that are wirelessly connected so that they
communicate and organize themselves based on thepredeﬁned rules. Hence light
weight protocols such as MQTT, CoaP etc. are used for the data transmission over
wireless connectivity.
Technologies:

MQTT, HTML, Java Script.
Team:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ch. satya
V. mounica
K. prakash
K. pavankumar

LATECOMERS ATTENDANCE
Latecomers attendance is a web application in which it provides a way to
effectively record the details of latecomers. In this, SMS will be sent automatically to
the guardian when their respective child is late to the college. This process is done
by tapping their id card through the scanner.
Reports will be generated everyday as per the scheduled time and they are
generated in excel format. This excel sheet will be sent as an email to the principal
and to head of the departments daily to know the exact analysis of the latecomers
and it also helps to reduce the number.
We can analyze the number of latecomers according to the college, branch
and student id. This entire process reduces the manual work which is being done
daily by the person and analysis becomes easy. Reports can be well maintained.
Technologies:

HTML, CSS3, BootStrap, Java Script, Jquery, PHP, Ajax,MySql, Barcode Scanner.
Team:

1. S.Preethi
2. K.Navya Sri

Physical Education College Website
This project is to develop a website for Aditya College of Physical Education.
It provides information of circular, flash news, gallery and number of student’s intake
for a particular academic year.
Circular: it gives detail information regarding to the notices of the events,
programs that are held in Aditya College of Physical Education.
Flash news: it gives detail information regarding to winners, latest happenings that
are held in campus.
Gallery: It displays the photos of the college events.
We develop our project in a dynamic way and the admin panel will be given to the
department to maintain the website.
Technologies:

HTML5, Bootstrap3, CSS3, PHP, Java Script, JQuery, MySQL.
Team:

1.
2.
3.
4.

V.Sainath
P. S S Sampath Kumar
B.V N Akshay
N.Priyanka

VISITORS PASS
Visitor pass provide a way to effectively control, record & track your
organization’s visitor traffic. It helps to prevent the entry of any unauthorized or
unwanted person in the premises. Integrated with hardware like QR-code scanner
and printer. The staff at security gate register the visitor details after submitting the
details QR-code generated to the visitor E-mail (not mandatory) it was scanned and
displayed details verified by the security,simultaneously PDF (hard copy) of required
details of visitor pass has been downloaded.security can handover the pass to visitor
and all the visitor details is stored which helps to further refer the visitors list.
Technologies:

stack (Nodejs, Expressjs), Mongodb, HTML5, CSS3, Javascript
Team:
1. Rachana p
2. Swarnambika k
3. Haarika ch
4. Vyshnavi k.P

Library Attendance Centralisation
Library attendance centralization provides a way to effectively control, record
& track your organization's students traffic. It helps to prevent the entry of students in
library premises. Integrated with various hardware like bar-code scanner & printers.
Email/SMS/popup alerts for library admin. Available in client-server & Enterprise
versions. It facilitates the staff at library to scan the students ID card and displays
details with photograph. All the students who are attended should scan their id cards
while entering into the library. So, that we can filter all the students who are utilizing
library and can track students. We can generate the reports of the students who
utilised the library service and further increase the facilities in library.
Technologies:

stack (Nodejs, Expressjs), Mongodb, HTML5, CSS3, Javascript
Team:

1. Venkat Sai
2. Satyaveni
3. Uma Devi

Employee Payslip Generation
The main objective of our project is generatingpay slip at the convenience of a
mouseclick and manage the payroll process according to the salary structure
assigned to the employee.In this we are generating the pdf of payslips of employees
and sending to their respective e-mails.We are storing us excel file in database.In
our project panel we will observe four side panels likeDataimport,Monthly slip,Month
selection,Contact.In Data import panel we will upload the excel file and click on
generate pay-slip button then the pdf of all the employees will generate and send to
their respective e-mails.In monthly panel we will generate the payslip of individual
employee for particular month for that we have to provide employee Id.In month
selection panel we can select the particular duration of months and then we can
generate pay-slips of duration of employee pay-slipsin contact panel we can get the
contact details of our administration.As the pay-slips produced electronically there is
no need of paper work. We can generate pdf and emails by single click. It is cheaper
to administrator as there is no need of sending to home address by postal cards.
There is no paper to lose and nothing to handle physically. It is secure to store
ourpay slips.
Technologies:

NodeJS, ExpressJS, AngularJS, Mongodb.
Team:
1. M. Siva Sandeep
2. M. NavyaMadhuri
3. K. Aparna Srikruthi
4. S. Swapna
5. R. Jyothi

Placement Drive Attendance
This project is to develop a website for Placement Drive Attendance.
Itprovides a way to effectively record the information who are attendingthe campus
drive. The project is beneficial for college placement cell.The software system allows
students to view a list of companies who arevisiting the campus. The report can be
generated in various formats.We use barcode scanners for taking attendance.
Technologies:

HTML5, Bootstrap3, CSS3, PHP, Java Script, jQuery, MySQL..
Team:
1. B. Gayathri
2. M. Divya
3. K. Anvitha
4. P. Sirisha

Hostel Canteen Attendance
This project reduces the manual work at hostel canteens to know the number
of students attending for breakfast, lunch, snacks and dinner.For this we have
segregated the timings of hostel canteen into four sessions like breakfast, lunch,
snacks and dinner. This project is mainly used to generate reports of students
attending the canteen sessions and by knowing the previous day attendance,we can
prepare food which ultimately reduces the food wastage. By using this application, if
a hostel student scans his/her ID card using a barcode scanner, then the student
details are displayed and the time he scanned his ID card is stored in a particular
session. If a student scans his ID card other than the given timings(four sessions),
then it will show an alert message saying that “No section is running now”. By this
application one can view the number of students attended for present day canteen
sessions in an overview. It helps to know a particular student attendance details for
all the four sessions by giving his/her ID card number and it is possible to get the
reports for a particular college by selecting the college. We can get all the above
reports between the particular dates or months or years.
Technologies:

Bootstrap, HTML, CSS, PHP, MySQL, AJAX.
Team:
1. N. Malathi
2. E. Rama Tulasi
3. P. Vara Lakshmi
4. G. Mohana Gowthami

Book Finder[Library]
 The students themselves can login into the website and check their details
regarding the books.
 The students can search the availability of the books in the library.
 They can reserve the book if the book is available in the library.
 If the student didn’t take the book from the library within 24hours from the time
he reserved, the reservation will be cancelled.
 They get updates about the last date of submission of a book.
 They can request a book when the desired book is not available in the library.
 They get notified when the requested book is available in the library.
 They can check the details of the books which they have taken, reserved and
requested from the library.
 Thousands of books can be accessed by our website.
Technologies:

HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Bootstrap, PHP, jQuery, My SQL Database, Mongo DB.
Team:
1. Narasimha
2. Kotha Valli
3. P.D.N.V. Satyavathi
4. M.R.S.L. Eswari
5. S. Uma Manasa

SEMINAR HALL ALLOCATION
A Web based hall booking management system provides the searching facilities of a
seminar hallin which a web portal is developed to check the availability of seminar
halls for booking hence we need not go and visit the place. Moreover,this web portal
makes your work easier and saves one’s time. Information regarding each hall is
stored in database. Information of any new hall can be inserted in web portal by our
Super Administrator.
This web portal is furnished with three different access.i.e., users, admin, super
admin.
 USERS:
In this module Users can book the Hall as per their requirement and its
availability. If once they are willing to book the Hall, they can click on “Book Now”
button and fill the booking login page and to submit the data, click on “Submit”
button. Soon your request will be accepted and confirmed.
 ADMIN:
The function of an admin is to go through the booking requests. He is the authorised
person who can either accept/reject the bookings on the basis of priority and
importance of that particular description of event.
 SUPER ADMIN:
The role of a super admin is to monitor the update and add the amended details and
newly added seminar halls.
Technologies:

HTML, CSS,BOOTSTRAP, JAVASCRIPT, PHP, MYSQLI.
Team:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sri Hari
Swamy Tilak
DurgaManikanta
Sandeep Jain

Online Scholarship Registration
This project is a web based application, designed for providing students to
apply scholarship from anywhere. To register for scholarship first, student need to
submit all the details mentioned in the form and have to upload necessary files. If the
form submission was successful, then data will be stored in database and unique id
will be generated and then message will be sent to the student mobiles along with id.
Thisid will be refer by the admin in future if there is a need to change a particular
student record.
The students who were registered to scholarship their details will be updated
in admin dashboard. Admin dashboard will show the count of registered students
and their details, admin can edit or delete a student record from dashboard and
changes will be updated in database.
Technologies:

HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap, Ajax, JQuery, PHP.
Team:

1. K. Ramyasri
2. B.L.S.A. Devika

SOPHOMORE SCOOP
Adityans will be given access to use this web application.
Users have to register using their Roll number, Mobile number provided that
the mobile number matches with the registered mobile number at college. An OTP
will be sent to the user to set their password. After signing up, Users can change
their personal details at any time.
The Home Page of the “Sophomore Scoop” displays the latest Event
news&updates and the corresponding links.
Users can upload their certificates in PDF/JPG/PNG formats with a file of size
not exceeding 200kb.These files can be retrieved (download) at any time using
internet.
Students can view their Attendance percentage and number of held and
attended classes till date.
Students can know their Internal Marks in the format of DESCRIPTIVE,
ASSIGNMENT,OBJECTIVE.
Technologies:

PHP,HTML5,CSS3,BOOTSTRAP,JAVASCRIPT,JQUERY, MySQL Database.
Team:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Anjani Vaddadi
A.SuryaLakshmi
P.V.S.Lakshmi
K.S.Ratnam
A.MangaDevi

DIGI PROFILE
They are some platformsthrough which students can showcase their skills but
there is no properplatform to exposing themselvesand showcase their skills towards
any company.
The proposed project DIGIPROFILE which is a web based application. DIGI
profile is a unique approach to individual career. Our aim is to enhance the skills of
individual student by their performance in the particular skill or area. Here, where a
person enrolls him/herself and describe their own abilities, skills and of excellence.
Then he/she will be taking a test according to his abilities and then grading according
to his score and experience. With the help of Digi profile, increases the rate of
startups. The main objective of this project is to showcase the list of students who
are knowledgeable over a particular technology or skill whichmakes easy for a
company to hire students who have skills.
“YouUpload-We Showcase-Get success”
Technologies:

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, JQuery, PHP.
Team:

1.
2.
3.
4.

N Sai Kiran
2. P Haritha Bhavana
3. S Sai Yashwanth
4.S Gayathri

